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Abstract

We present an overview and comparison of different game-theoretic ap-
proaches to Gricean pragmatics, including games of partial information,
optimal answer models, error models, iterated best response models, and ra-
tional speech act models. We address phenomena of disambiguation, scalar
implicature, and relevance implicature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Linguistic pragmatics studies modulations in meaning that result from interactions between
speaker, hearer, and discourse context. The context dependence of meaning makes it difficult
to precisely spell out these modulations. Pragmatics is, therefore, widely considered the fuzzi-
est subbranch of linguistics. Game theory, in general, is a mathematical framework developed
for studying decision making involving several agents. In applications to pragmatics, the agents
are often, although not always, speaker and hearer. The speaker makes a decision about what
linguistic form to produce, and the hearer about what interpretation to assign to the speaker’s
utterance. If they are cooperative, they have a common goal: Both want the hearer to arrive at
the interpretation that the speaker had in mind. Game theory provides a precise framework for
representing such problems, for thinking about them, and for finding solutions to them. In this
review, we illustrate how game theory is applied to pragmatic problems, using examples of scope
disambiguation, relevance implicature, and scalar implicature.

Game-theoretic pragmatics emerged as a research field after the turn of the millennium. The
most influential work of the period before 2000 is arguably that by Lewis (1969), who developed
an extremely influential model of conventional meaning in a game-theoretic framework. Other
notable works from this period include those by Zaefferer (1977) and Merin (1999) on decision
theory, R. Parikh (1996) on vagueness, and P. Parikh (1990, 1991, 1992), who presented the first
comprehensive game-theoretic pragmatic framework. With the turn of the millennium, there
was a sudden increase in publications from various fields, among them works by P. Parikh (2000,
2001), Rubinstein (2000), Dekker & van Rooij (2000), Asher et al. (2002), and van Rooij (2004b,
circulating from 2001 on). In addition to Gricean pragmatics and disambiguation phenomena,
leading problems were partial blocking, question–answer relations, and the evolution of meaning
and grammatical regularities (Benz et al. 2006b).

In this article, we concentrate on game-theoretic approaches to disambiguation and conver-
sational implicature. Many earlier approaches tried to explicate Grice’s rather informal notion of
relevance with the help of decision-theoretic relevance measures (Merin 1999, van Rooij 2004b,
Schulz & van Rooij 2006). The idea was to explain implicature by generalizing the neo-Gricean
account of scalar quantity implicature: If the speaker tries to maximize the relevance of his con-
tributions, the hearer is entitled to infer that everything that would have been more relevant but
was left unsaid is false according to the speaker.

In one of Grice’s famous examples (Grice 1975), A and B are planning their summer holidays
in France. They would like to visit C, an old friend of B. So A asks B, Where does C live? B
answers, Somewhere in the south of France. Here, one can reason as follows. A more specific answer
mentioning the city where C lives would have been more relevant; therefore, because B did not
mention it, one can conclude that B does not know where C lives. However, the problems of
relevance scale approaches can already be seen with another of Grice’s famous examples, the out-
of-petrol example. Assume that A says to B, I am out of petrol, and B answers, There is a garage around
the corner. In this situation, according to standard relevance measures, an answer also mentioning
that the garage is open would have been more relevant as it increases the expected success of
going there. According to the logic of relevance maximization, the fact that the speaker did not
mention this should entitle us to infer that the garage is closed, which is, of course, not the case.
It can be very generally shown that such unintended consequences cannot be avoided in relevance
scale approaches, because those approaches are not interactional—that is, they do not represent
multiple agents’ beliefs about one another (see Benz 2006, 2007 for a discussion).

This article serves as a guide to what we consider the most important approaches to Gricean
pragmatics. For a more thorough introduction to game and decision theory for linguistics, we
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refer the reader to Benz et al. (2006b). For game theory in general, there are a wide variety of
textbooks available, including those by Myerson (1991), Fudenberg & Tirole (1991), Osborne &
Rubinstein (1994), and Dixit et al. (2009). For an overview of topics in game-theoretic pragmatics,
we recommend the collections edited by Benz et al. (2006a, 2011) and Pietarinen (2007). Recent
survey articles on game-theoretic pragmatics include those by Jäger (2011), Franke & Jäger (2014),
van Rooij & Franke (2015), and Franke (2017).

2. GAMES OF PARTIAL INFORMATION

One of the first, and perhaps one of the simplest, applications of game theory to pragmatics is
Parikh’s (2001) model of scope disambiguation (see also Clark 2012, Parikh 2010). We begin with
scope disambiguation because it is a simple and clear case of what is perhaps the core problem of
pragmatics: how to select the most likely intended interpretation of an utterance from among a
well-defined set of candidate interpretations. In that sense, all pragmatic problems can be regarded
as disambiguation problems. Parikh named the games with which he represented these problems
games of partial information (GPIs).

2.1. Pragmatics as Disambiguation

Imagine hearing the following statistic (from Parikh 2001):

(1) Every 10 minutes, a man gets mugged in New York.

Semantically, this utterance is ambiguous, because the quantifiers every and a can differ in terms
of their scope. If every 10 minutes scopes over a man, the interpretation is, ‘For every 10 minute
interval j , there is some man x such that x gets mugged during j in New York.’ If a man scopes
over every 10 minutes, the interpretation is, ‘There is some man x such that for every 10 minute
interval j , x gets mugged during j in New York.’ (An unlucky fellow, indeed.) How the ambiguity
is resolved depends on context—a priori, it seems almost certain that every 10 minutes takes higher
scope, but it is possible for a context to favor the other reading, as in: “I just watched a movie
about people who lead extremely unlucky lives; in it, a woman from LA crashes her car 10 times
in one week, and. . .”, followed by utterance 1. We can model the resolution of this ambiguity by
modeling the interaction between speaker and hearer as a game. Typically, the games considered
in pragmatics are variants and extensions of so-called signaling games (Lewis 1969). GPIs are just
one such variant. The game has two players, whom we call speaker S and hearer H. The game starts
with a weighted coin flip that assigns the speaker a type t with probability P (t). In game theory, a
type represents a player’s private information; it corresponds to what linguists and philosophers
call a person’s knowledge or information state. It is assumed that the probability P (t) with which
t is chosen is shared knowledge between S and H. The game continues with S, who knows her
type t, choosing a message m. Finally, H, who knows m but not t, chooses an interpretation (i.e., a
guess as to S’s type) i. With this move, the game ends. The outcome of the game can be identified
with the sequence (t, m, i ). S and H have preferences over outcomes that can be represented by
numerical values. For example, if S and H prefer successful over unsuccessful communication,
their preference can be represented by a utility function U , for which U (t, m, i ) = 0 if t �= i and
U (t, m, i ) = 1 if t = i. Sometimes it is useful to distinguish S’s and H ’s preferences. In this case,
one needs to consider two utility functions, one for the speaker US and one for the hearer UH .
We assume, unless stated otherwise, that S and H share a semantics and a lexicon, and that S can
send only truthful messages. We also assume that this game structure is commonly known to both
S and H.
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Figure 1
Parikh’s disambiguation game. The left branch of the tree represents a type ∀∃ speaker, who could send an
unambiguous message with cost 0.1, or an ambiguous message at no cost. The right branch represents a type
∃∀ speaker, who can also unambiguously signal her type at a cost, or else send the same ambiguous message
as type ∀∃. The ambiguity of the ambiguous message is represented by a dashed box around the two states
that are possible given that message.

Let us now build a game representation for utterance 1. The possible types in the game are
the two different scope meanings, which we label ∀∃ (every scopes over a) and ∃∀ (a scopes over
every). We can use the same labels for H ’s interpretations—H guesses that S intends either ∀∃ or
∃∀. Consider the following possible speaker messages:

� mAMB: ambiguous scope message, as observed in utterance 1.
� m∀∃: more effortful message conveying ∀∃, e.g., ‘Every 10 minutes, some man or other is

mugged in New York.’
� m∃∀: more effortful message conveying ∃∀, e.g., ‘Every 10 minutes, a particular man is

mugged in New York.’

This game is a coordination game (Bacharach 2006; see also Schelling 1960) in the sense
that if one player does well, the other does well, too. In a pure coordination game, the utility
functions for the players are identical. But in this signaling game, it may seem more natural to
choose different utility functions for S and H, because we need to factor in the cost of, or effort
to produce, S’s message. H ’s utility is not affected by message costs, so we may assume that UH

is equal to the utility function defined above representing an interlocutor who is interested only
in communicative success:1

(2) UH (t, m, i ) := 1 if t = i ; else 0.

As m does not influence H ’s utilities, we can shorten UH (t, m, i ) to UH (t, i ). For S, by contrast, m
directly affects utility because m comes with a cost, C(m), which is deducted from S’s utility:

(3) US(t, m, i ) := UH (t, i ) − C(m).

As mentioned above, it is assumed that S’s message cannot be false—that is, that m∀∃ cannot be
uttered by a speaker of type ∃∀, and that m∃∀ cannot be uttered by a speaker of type ∀∃. Moreover,
S and H also share knowledge of the likelihood of the two types.

We can represent this game in its entirety as a tree diagram, termed an extensive form game
(Figure 1). The root node of the tree branches into two possibilities representing the two pos-
sible speaker types. The type is assigned via a weighted coin flip. Let us assume for the sake of
concreteness that utterance 1 occurs in a context where the prior probability of type ∀∃ (p) is 0.95.
That means that the probability of type ∃∀ (q , equal to 1 − p) is 0.05. Let us also assume that the
cost of sending one of the longer unambiguous messages is 0.1, whereas the cost for sending the

1For reasons we cannot address because of space constraints, whether or not costs are represented in H ’s utilities has no effect
on the analysis of the games.
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Table 1 Possible strategies in Parikh’s (2001) disambiguation game

S1 S2 S3 S4 H1 H2

∀∃ m∀∃ m∀∃ mAMB mAMB mAMB ∀∃ ∃∀
∃∀ m∃∀ mAMB m∃∀ mAMB m∀∃ ∀∃ ∀∃

m∃∀ ∃∀ ∃∀

shorter ambiguous message is 0. Once S’s type is assigned by the weighted coin flip, S chooses a
message. If S unambiguously signals her type via m∀∃ or m∃∀, then H has no choice but to guess
correctly. In that event, H receives utility 1 (the maximum), but S receives only 0.9 due to the
cost of the message. If S sends mAMB, by contrast, H does not know whether she is in a state where
a type ∀∃ speaker sent mAMB or where a type ∃∀ speaker sent mAMB. If H guesses correctly, both
players receive the maximum utility of 1. But if H guesses incorrectly, both players get utility 0,
the least desired outcome.

What can be predicted about how players behave or should behave in this game? One of the
core assumptions of classic game theory is that players are rational, utility-maximizing agents. In
situations with probabilistic uncertainty about the state of the world, this means that they will
maximize the expected utility of their actions. Expected utility (von Neumann & Morgenstern
1944) is the weighted average utility for all possible outcomes given what the player has observed
so far. In decision theory, one considers the case in which the outcome of an action depends
only on the unknown state of the world. Thus, the expected utility EU(a) of action a is defined
as

∑
w P (w) U (w, a). In game theory, the situation is compounded by the fact that the outcome

depends not only on one’s own actions but also on the actions of others. Whether a speaker and a
hearer have success depends on both the speaker’s strategy of choosing messages and the hearer’s
interpretation strategy. (A player’s strategy is a complete specification of what that player should
do in any state of gameplay.) This interdependence means that predictions about behavior have to
be predictions about speaker behavior and hearer behavior simultaneously. Much of game theory
is concerned with the characterization of strategy pairs on which rational agents can converge. The
most foundational concept here is the Nash equilibrium (Nash 1950), which is a set of strategies in
which no individual player could gain any utility by unilaterally deviating from his or her strategy.
Here, we introduce a refinement of Nash equilibria that is directly relevant to signaling games.2

A Nash equilibrium is a set of strategies, one for each player, in which each player’s strategy
maximizes that player’s expected utility, given the strategies of the other players. Let us approach
this concept step by step. First, what are the strategies in Parikh’s disambiguation game? A strategy
tells us for each possible information state of a player how he or she reacts to it. The speaker’s
information state is his type t, and the hearer’s is the message m she received from the speaker.
In general, strategies can be probabilistic, but here we consider only the case of pure strategies—
that is, strategies that are functions from information states into actions. Table 1 shows all pure
speaker and hearer strategies for Parikh’s disambiguation game.

Next, we calculate the expected utilities of strategies. As explained above, in game theory the
success of a strategy depends on the strategies of others. Thus, a player’s expected utility can
be calculated only by assuming fixed strategies for the other players. Let us therefore consider
each strategy pair (S, H ) with the assumption that the speaker follows strategy S and the hearer
follows strategy H. As the speaker knows his type and knows that the hearer will follow H, his

2The canonical refinement for signaling games is that of a perfect Bayesian equilibrium (Harsanyi 1968, Fudenberg & Tirole
1991).
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Table 2 Expected utilities of strategy pairs in Parikh’s (2001) disambiguation game

EU (S|H ) S1 S2 S3 S4 EU (H |S) S1 S2 S3 S4

H1 0.9 0.855 0.995 0.95 H1 1 0.95 1 0.95
H2 0.9 0.905 0.045 0.05 H2 1 1 0.05 0.05

expected utility of message m is simply the utility U (t, m, H(m)), where H(m) denotes the hearer’s
interpretation given message m under strategy H. S(t) denotes the speaker’s message given type
t under strategy S. Therefore, the expected utility of the speaker’s strategy S as a whole, given
hearer strategy H, is

(4) EU(S|H ) = ∑

t
P (t) × US(t, S(t), H(S(t))).

Accordingly, the hearer’s expected utility of H given S is

(5) EU(H |S) = ∑

t
P (t) × UH (t, H(S(t))).

Thus equipped, we can systematically calculate the expected utilities of all strategy pairs. For
example, EU(S2|H1) = P (∀∃) × US(∀∃, m∀∃, ∀∃) + P (∃∀) × US(∃∀, mAMB, ∀∃) = 0.95 × 0.9 +
0.05 × 0 = 0.855. Table 2 shows the expected utilities for Parikh’s GPIs.

Overall, the strategy pair (S3, H1) yields the highest expected utility for both speaker and hearer,
and in particular, none has an interest in switching to another strategy while the other one plays
his or her strategy. However, there exists another Nash equilibrium, the strategy pair (S2, H2). If
the speaker plays S2, the hearer wants to play H2, and if the hearer plays H2, the speaker wants to
play S2. Thus, (S2, H2) is a stable equilibrium. Only if the interlocutors can make sure that they
switch to (S3, H1) at the same time can they improve their situation. Parikh (1990, 2001) proposed
the following criterion for solving GPIs: Interlocutors always converge at the equilibrium with
the highest expected utilities.3 This is (S3, H1). In this equilibrium, the speaker produces the
ambiguous mAMB for the more probable type ∀∃, and the unambiguous but more complex m∃∀ for
the less frequent type ∃∀. The hearer correctly interprets mAMB as ∀∃. This is the intuitive solution
to this disambiguation problem.

The idea that pragmatic phenomena can be viewed and explained as disambiguation problems
has been explored by a number of researchers. The attraction of this approach is due in part
to its conceptual simplicity. Among the phenomena that have been analyzed in this way are
the choice of referring expressions (Clark & Parikh 2007, Mayol 2006, Mayol & Clark 2010),
illocutionary force disambiguation (Parikh 2001), conversational implicature (Parikh 1992, 2001;
Ross 2006), resolution of underspecification (Parikh 1990), partial blocking (Ross 2006), politeness
and implicature (Clark 2012, chapter 8), and prototypes (Clark 2012, chapter 9). Horn’s principle
of division of pragmatic labor (Horn 1989) and Levinson’s M-principle (Levinson 2000) can be
justified in this framework. There were also early attempts to ground bidirectional Optimality
Theory (Blutner 2000, 2004; Benz & Mattausch 2011) in game-theoretic principles (Dekker &
van Rooij 2000, van Rooij 2004a, Ross 2006).

Despite their simplicity, GPIs have become less prominent in game-theoretic pragmatics,
for several reasons. First, one is interested not only in the equilibria upon which interlocutors
eventually agree but also in the reasoning process that leads there. Second, the models tend
to overgenerate ambiguities, as every difference in the complexity of a message is predicted to

3This equilibrium is called the Pareto Nash equilibrium.
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lead to meaning differentiation. Third, most of the research in this area was done before the
rise of experimental pragmatics, and hence has not been applied to empirical data, which are
increasingly important today. Finally, it has been debated whether GPIs capture the relevant
features of dialogue situations and, in particular, whether pragmatic problems should really be
considered disambiguation problems (Benz 2012a).

We discuss these reasons in more detail along with the examples in Sections 3 and 4, below.
Next, we consider a disambiguation game for scalar implicature. This example also provides us
with an opportunity to introduce a solution concept based on iterative reasoning of interlocutors
about one another.

2.2. Disambiguation and Scalar Implicature

We consider a simple scalar implicature:

(6) Some of the students passed the exam.

The classic account of these examples is that some (m∃) is compatible with a reading in which all of
the students passed the exam but that in most contexts an implicature arises that not all of them
passed, because if all of the students had passed, presumably the speaker would have used the more
specific form all (m∀). In the case that the speaker wants to communicate that some but not all
passed, she can choose between the ambiguous some (m∃) and a literal description some but not all
(m∃¬∀). Figure 2 shows the GPI for this situation. It is structurally identical to the scope ambiguity
example except that the unambiguous alternative for communicating ∀ is no more complex than
the ambiguous message. The same calculation as for Figure 1, above, shows that the strategy pair
for which the speaker chooses m∀ for type ∀ and m∃ for ∃¬∀, and for which the hearer interprets
m∃ as ∃¬∀, is the one with highest expected utility independently of the probabilities p and q ,
provided that they are both greater than zero.

We now consider a solution to this game that leads to the same equilibrium but begins from a sit-
uation in which each interlocutor is uncertain about the strategy of the other. Suppose the speaker
is in a situation in which she wants to communicate ∀ (Figure 2). The speaker may reason as fol-
lows: If the hearer interprets m∃ as ∀, then both m∃ and m∀ lead to success and the same utility, but if
the hearer interprets m∃ as ∃¬∀, then he had better choose m∀. Therefore, the choice of m∀ is never
worse than m∃, and sometimes better. In this case, m∀ is said to weakly dominate m∃. The principle
of elimination of weakly dominated strategies states that both players can figure out that the weakly
dominated alternative can be ruled out as a possible choice. This transforms the game shown in
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p q
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Figure 2
The disambiguation game for simple scalar implicatures. In the first node on the left branch, the speaker is in
a state where she wants to communicate ∀, and does so unambiguously. In the second node of that branch,
the speaker wants to communicate ∀, but uses a message that is ambiguous between ∀ and ∃¬∀. In the first
node of the right branch, the speaker wants to communicate ∃¬∀, but uses the ambiguous message. In the
second node of the right branch, the speaker unambiguously signals type ∃¬∀, but at a cost of 0.1.
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Figure 3
Iterated elimination of weakly dominated alternatives. (a) The red circle represents a situation in which the
speaker produces m∃ for type ∃¬∀. (b) The red circle represents a situation in which the speaker wants to
communicate ∃¬∀. (c) The solution to this game is as follows: The speaker chooses m∀ for type ∀ and m∃ for
type ∃¬∀.

Figure 2 into the game shown in Figure 3a. The understanding of this transformation is that the
transformation leaves the solutions unchanged—that is, both games have the same solutions.

Let us turn to the hearer. How should she interpret m∃? She may reason as follows: If the
speaker produces the unambiguous m∃¬∀ for type ∃¬∀, then interpreting m∃ as ∃¬∀ cannot hurt,
because it will not be produced anyway. If, however, the speaker produces m∃ for type ∃¬∀
(Figure 3a), interpreting m∃ as ∃¬∀ is clearly better than interpreting it as ∀. Therefore, interpre-
tation ∃¬∀ weakly dominates interpretation ∀ such that the latter interpretation can be eliminated
from the game. This transforms the game shown in Figure 3a into that shown in Figure 3b.
Finally, we return to the speaker and consider the situation in which he wants to communicate
∃¬∀ (Figure 3b). Here, the choice of m∃ strongly dominates the choice of m∃¬∀; in other words,
for all remaining hearer strategies, m∃ is preferred over m∃¬∀. After the elimination of m∃¬∀, the
game shown in Figure 3c has a trivial solution: The speaker chooses m∀ for type ∀ and m∃ for
type ∃¬∀, and the hearer interprets accordingly. This solution, based on iterated elimination of
weakly dominated strategies, was proposed by Pavan (2013) and Rothschild (2013).

The final equilibrium is the same in both analyses. What is gained by the account based on
iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies? First, it leads stepwise from a situation in
which speaker and hearer have complete uncertainty about one another’s strategy to the final
solution, thereby explaining how the equilibrium is adopted by speaker and hearer. Iterated elim-
ination of weakly dominated strategies imposes strong requirements on the reasoning capabilities
of the interlocutors involved. An interesting question, therefore, concerns how much reasoning
is necessary for establishing certain equilibria. A drawback of this approach is that the criterion of
weak dominance has only limited applications.

3. OPTIMAL ANSWER AND ERROR MODELS

In this section, we further discuss the reasoning processes leading to optimal behavior. We intro-
duce the optimal answer (OA) model (Benz 2006, 2011; Benz & van Rooij 2007) and error models
(Benz 2009; 2012a,b).

3.1. Optimal Answer Models

OA models account for the causal role of propositional content of utterances in determining
implicatures while minimizing the interlocutors’ reasoning about one another. We begin with a
discussion of the famous out-of-petrol example (Grice 1975):

(7) A: I am out of petrol. B: There is a garage around the corner.
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Taken as a dialogue between two participants, A and B, it is clear that B’s utterance conversationally
implicates that the garage is, to the best of B’s knowledge, open and selling petrol. The reason
is that, were the implicature known to be false, B’s utterance would no longer be relevant to A’s
problem, namely finding petrol for her car.

Because we are analyzing B’s utterance, B is the speaker (S) and A is the hearer (H ) in this
example. In contrast to previous examples, the primary task of the hearer is to make a decision
not about the truth-conditional interpretation of the utterance but rather about an action choice.
Let us simplify the situation and assume that A can begin her search for petrol at any location l
in town and, if there is no petrol, continue to the next location. A possible location is the place
around the corner, lc . If we assume S’s utterance to be literally true, then there are two salient
possible world states: (a) The garage around the corner is open and selling petrol, and thus useful
to H (denoted by l+

c ), or (b) the garage is not open or not selling petrol, and thus useless to H
(denoted by l−

c ). Let ε be the expected utility of a random search starting at a place different from
lc : 0 < ε < 1. Then, we assume that H ’s utility UH is as follows:
� 1 if there is petrol at lc and H does go there,
� ε if there is petrol at lc and she does not go there,
� 0 if there is no petrol at lc and H does go there, or
� ε if there is no petrol at lc and H does not go there.

If we assume a fully cooperative speaker, US can be calculated in the same way as above, where a
cost of c is deducted for longer messages. Clearly, the additional costs of uttering There is a garage
around the corner + that is open and sells petrol are almost negligible in comparison to starting the
random search at the wrong place, or going to a closed garage. Thus, we assume that c is nominal—
that is, positive but very small. We again simplify and consider only the following messages: mlc

(‘There is a garage around the corner’), ml+c (‘There is a garage around the corner that is open and
sells petrol’), and ml−c (‘There is a garage around the corner, but it is closed right now’). Putting
this together gives us the extensive form game shown in Figure 4.

The solution to this game depends on the value of p—but something about that doesn’t seem
quite right. For this example, we have the sense that the propositional content of the utterance
mlc (‘There is a garage around the corner’) would cause the addressee to go to the garage in
virtue of its propositional content, independently of p. An important question arises: How does
the hearer utilize propositional content to make decisions? We need to encode the fact that the
hearer’s knowing there is a garage around the corner makes that location a better bet for her
than any other location in town, given that she is unfamiliar with the area. This is true (under
reasonable assumptions) regardless of how likely the garage is to be open. In other words, if the
hearer is told by the speaker that there is a garage around the corner, then the hearer can reason
as follows: The speaker gave me information that induces me to look around the corner in search
for petrol; the speaker can figure out that I will do so, and she is cooperative and competent;
thus, her only reason for telling me mlc is that, to the best of her knowledge, petrol is available

mlcmlc
+

golc *golc
1

golc
1 – c

mlc
–

*golc
ε – cε

lc
+ lc

–

mlc

p q

golc *golc
0 ε

Figure 4
Partial game tree of the out-of-petrol example.
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now. This reasoning translates into a form of backward induction:4 For each message, calculate
how the hearer will decide on the basis of the pure propositional content; then, for each possible
world w, select all those messages that induce the hearer to choose an action that is optimal in
w. This process provides all admissible messages. Thus, if B(m) is the set of all actions for which
EU (a|[[m]]) is maximal, and B(w) is the set of actions with maximal utility in w, then the admissible
messages in world w are the set Adm(w) = {m|B(m) ⊆ B(w)}. Thus, the hearer can infer from
an utterance of message m that m is admissible, and therefore that the actual world is an element
of {w ∈ [[m]]|B(m) ⊆ B(w)}. This is the optimal answer (OA) model of implicature (Benz & van
Rooij 2007, Benz 2011).5 In the out-of-petrol example, the set of actions with maximal expected
utility B(mlc ) has only one element, golc . The action golc is optimal in a world w, in other words,
B(mlc ) = {golc } ⊆ B(w), if and only if in w petrol is available around the corner.

There are some implicit assumptions here. First, we assume that every proposition can be
expressed, and that differential costs do not play a role. This means that the OA model is basically
a model of content selection. Second, we assume that in every possible world there is an action
that allows the addressee to achieve her goal, and that the speaker is an expert who knows an
optimal action. For example, if the speaker knows only that there is a garage but not whether
it is open, then clearly an utterance of mlc no longer implies that the garage is open. If partial
speaker knowledge is a possibility, then the game tree in Figure 4 is no longer an appropriate
representation of the dialogue situation. If in the actual world there is no place where petrol is
available, then the OA model based on Figure 4 predicts that all answers are equally good. If not
all propositions can be expressed, then the speaker may be forced to choose an underinformative
message because a more informative one is not available.

3.2. Error Models

In all of the models considered so far, communication proceeds in only one direction. The speaker
produces a signal, and the hearer makes a choice based on the signal. Then the game ends. Ambigu-
ities are resolved by choosing the interpretation with the highest expected utility. However, at least
in face-to-face communication, there is another option concerning how to react to uncertainty
about interpretation, namely asking for clarification. In this section, we explore the consequences
of this possibility and introduce, in particular, error models (EMs) (Benz 2009; 2012a,b) that
extend standard signaling games by allowing efficient clarification requests.

We first reconsider Parikh’s scope disambiguation problem (utterance 1) with the analysis
shown in Figure 1. The following example is structurally identical to Parikh’s example. It contains
an ambiguous sentence mX and two equally complex alternatives mA and mB :

Doctor’s appointment

Background: John is known to regularly consult two different doctors, physicians A and
B. He consults A more often than B. Then S utters one of the following sentences.

(8a) John has a doctor’s appointment at 4 pm. He requests you to pick him up afterwards.
(mX )

4In general, backward induction is an appropriate method for finding a solution if the game is a game of complete and perfect
information; that is, all previous moves in the game must be known. This is not the case for signaling games. Therefore, the
claim that backward induction is appropriate here is a nontrivial one.
5In the out-of-petrol example we can assume an implicit question: ‘Where can A get petrol now?’ Admissible messages can
be considered optimal answers to this question. The model was first developed for content selection of answers (Benz 2006).
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mXmA

A Bcl
1

A

1 – c 1 – 2c

mB

B

1 – c0
cl

1 – 2c

A B

mX

p = 0.65 q = 0.35

A B

0 1

Figure 5
The error model for the doctor’s appointment problem. c represents the costs of uttering a more complex
alternative. cl represents a clarification request. 2c represents the costs that are higher for a successful
communication than for the unambiguous utterance. The dashed box represents the state of the hearer after
an utterance of mX .

(8b) John has a doctor’s appointment at A’s practice at 4 pm. He requests you to pick him
up afterwards. (mA)

(8c) John has a doctor’s appointment at B’s practice at 4 pm. He requests you to pick him
up afterwards. (mB )

As mA and mB are equally complex, and mA is more probable than mB , the same analysis that
predicts that the sentence Every 10 minutes, a man gets mugged in New York communicates that
every 10 minutes one or the other man gets mugged (∀∃) also predicts that the sentence mX

communicates mA. This is obviously not the case. Instead, the natural reaction of the addressee is
to assume that the speaker forgot to mention the location and to ask for clarification.

Figure 5 shows a game tree representing this situation. The costs of uttering a more com-
plex alternative are represented by c . The costs of uttering an additional clause necessary to
make it unambiguous are certainly negligible compared with the costs of waiting in vain at the
wrong practice. Thus, it is assumed that c is nominal—that is, positive but very, very small.
A clarification request, represented by cl, will incur additional costs, but can be assumed to
lead to an answer that resolves the ambiguity of the utterance; thus, cl will lead to successful
communication minus costs that are higher (represented by 2c) than those for the unambiguous
utterance.

Let us consider the hearer after an utterance of mX. If the hearer is certain that the speaker
produces mX in only one of the two branches—say, in situation A—then she can safely interpret
mX as A and achieve utility 1. However, if there is even the slightest uncertainty, for example, due
to speaker error, then the clarification request cl strictly dominates the immediate interpretation
moves A and B. For the speaker, if uncertainty is a possibility, then the hearer will always respond
to mX with cl with utility 1 − 2c . Thus, the literal alternative mA with utility 1 − c strictly
dominates mX with expected utility 1−2c . The net result is that the speaker always uses the literal
alternatives.

This example shows the dramatic effect of efficient clarification requests and noisy, or error-
prone, speaker strategies. The use of ambiguous utterances seem to be pragmatically ruled out,
which is contradicted by everyday experience. For Parikh’s scope disambiguation problem (utter-
ance 1), one may argue that the two interpretations all–some (∀∃) and some–all (∃∀) are such that
∃∀ has a probability of practically zero, so there is no practically relevant ambiguity. However,
in the case of scalar implicature, for example, there is a real ambiguity that cannot be explained
away by one alternative interpretation having practically zero probability. How can this conflict
be solved? Key is the following bus ticket example:
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Bus ticket

(9) An email was sent to all employees that bus tickets for a joint excursion have been bought
and are ready to be picked up. By mistake, no contact person was named. Hence, H asks
one of the secretaries:

H: Where can I get the bus tickets for the excursion?

S: Ms. Müller is sitting in office 2.07. (m(M, 2.07))

� Bus tickets are available from Ms. Müller.

The secretary’s answer does not semantically resolve the question of whether Ms. Müller has the
tickets or not. In contrast to the out-of-petrol example, here the pure propositional content is
not sufficient to induce the hearer to go to office 2.07 in search of tickets. For example, suppose
the hearer finds a list of employees and reads there that m(M, 2.07); contrast this scenario with
one in which the hearer reads on a map that there is a garage around the corner. How, then,
can this example be explained? Imagine that there is a second person who might have the ticket,
Mr. Schmidt, and that either he or Ms. Müller may sit in 2.07 or in 3.11. We can now generate
four possible utterances that would answer H ’s question unambiguously, each of the form X has
the bus tickets; X is sitting in Y, where X is either Ms. Müller or Mr. Schmidt and Y is either 2.07 or
3.11. The given answer m(M, 2.07) is a substring of only one of these alternatives, namely of the
one that says Ms. Müller has the tickets. Therefore, the hearer can unambiguously recover from
answer m(M, 2.07) that Ms. Müller has the bus tickets.

EMs show the value of considering the hearer’s ability to consider more detailed messages in
order to recover missing information. This also extends to scalar implicatures. A different way to
look at the problem of scalar implicature is to begin, as in the bus ticket example, with a speaker
who chooses a literal description and then simplifies it according to some rules. Such a speaker
can produce m∀ for ∀ and m∃¬∀ for ∃¬∀. The semantically ambiguous utterance m∃ is a reduced
form of ∃¬∀ and, hence, can occur only for ∃¬∀. Therefore, the game that has to be solved is not
that shown in Figure 2 but rather that shown in Figure 3a. This game can be solved without
iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies—the structure of the game itself predicts that
some should come to mean ‘some but not all’ in contexts where the interlocutors want to maximize
informativity. Note that the costs incurred by complex utterances should, in the spirit of EMs,
be considered to be nominal. Benz (2012a,b) and N. Gotzner & A. Benz (manuscript in revision)
further developed this model to account for scalar implicature of complex sentences.

4. ITERATED BEST RESPONSE MODELS

OA models have the attractive property that they include a method for deriving a Nash equilibrium,
in contrast to Parikh’s GPIs, in which equilibria must be determined by checking whether each
pair of strategies meets the equilibrium criteria. But OA models are limited in their application,
in that they are restricted to models of content selection. That is, OA models are about choosing
what information to convey, and not about how to convey that information. Franke (2009, 2011)
developed an influential method for determining a Nash equilibrium in games where the speaker’s
choice is between alternative forms that can be used to present the same information. This is the
iterated best response (IBR) model. Jäger & Ebert (2009) and Jäger (2011) also made important
contributions; an earlier work ( Jäger 2007) was an important precursor based on evolutionary
best response dynamics. Scalar implicature is the canonical example, although the IBR method
has been applied to other phenomena, including the selection of prosodic focus patterns (Stevens
2016). IBR models provide a simple, intuitive algorithm for determining equilibria in games for
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which certain assumptions can be made. The simplest instantiation of IBR assumes the following:
(a) The speaker and hearer have a common semantics, (b) the hearer assumes a priori that the
speaker is being truthful, (c) the different speaker types are assumed to be a priori equiprobable,
and (d ) the hearer responds to surprise messages by selecting randomly from among types for
which the heard message would be truthful.

IBR has its roots in the so-called level-n reasoning tradition,6 which holds that rational agents
reason iteratively about others’ beliefs (e.g., ‘I think that you think that I think that. . .’). The
IBR algorithm proceeds by first defining a default strategy for one of the players—we begin with
a default hearer strategy, which we denote H0—and then iteratively reasoning about how the
other player best responds to each possible action assuming the other player’s strategy. In most
cases, H0 is a “literal” strategy—the hearer simply chooses interpretations randomly from among
those that are semantically compatible with the speaker’s message. The speaker can employ a
strategy S1 that maximizes the likelihood of communicative success given H0. In turn, the hearer
can employ a strategy H2 that maximizes the likelihood of success given S1, and so on, until the
speaker and hearer converge on a stable pair of strategies (Sn, Hn+1). The strategies considered
in IBR models are, in general, mixed strategies; in other words, the speaker’s strategy S(. |t) is a
probability distribution over the set of all messages that are true given type t, and the hearer’s
strategy H( . |m) is a probability distribution over the set of all interpretations that are consistent
with message m. The IBR algorithm proceeds as follows.

� H0(m): Guess randomly from [[m]].
� S1(t): Select the least costly m that maximizes H0(t|m); if there are several of them, choose

any of them with equal probability.
� H2(m): Select the t that maximizes S1(m|t); if there are several of them, choose any of them

with equal probability.
� S3(t): Select the least costly m that maximizes H2(t|m); if there are several of them, choose

any of them with equal probability.
� . . .

� Stop if and only if iteration converges to a stable mapping between types and messages.

We now apply this process to example 6, reproduced below as example 10:

(10) Some of the students passed the exam.

Consider only the “cheap” messages m∃ and m∀. We can derive an equilibrium via IBR in the
following way:

� H0: m∃ → {∃¬∀, ∀}; m∀ → {∀}.
� S1: ∃¬∀ → {m∃}; ∀ → {m∀}.
� H2: m∃ → {∃¬∀}; m∀ → {∀}.

The literal hearer strategy assumes the meaning ‘all’ for the message m∀, and guesses either ‘some
but not all’ or ‘all’ for the message m∃. Knowing this, S1, if of type ∀, would do better to use the
unambiguous m∀ and, if of type ∃¬∀, must use m∃, as m∀ is false for that type. This sets up an
unambiguous mapping between messages at H2, whereupon convergence occurs to a stable pair
of strategies.

This is the simplest instantiation of IBR. A problem with it arises when we add the costlier
unambiguous message m∃¬∀:

6The p-beauty contest game, first presented by Moulin (1986), served as an important inspiration for IBR models. For an
overview, see Camerer (2003, section 5.2).
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� H0: m∃ → {∃¬∀, ∀}; m∀ → {∀}; m∃¬∀ → {∃¬∀}.
� S1: ∃¬∀ → {m∃¬∀}; ∀ → {m∀}.
� H2: m∃ → {∃¬∀, ∀}; m∀ → {∀}; m∃¬∀ → {∃¬∀}.

Clearly, the speaker would always do better to simply unambiguously signal her type with m∃¬∀.
One way around this problem would be to introduce a large cost into the IBR method to exclude
this option. This choice is pursued by several approaches that we consider in the next section.
However, it is not realistic, because, as they say, “talk is cheap”—we have no evidence that slightly
more effortful utterances present insurmountable costs to speakers of language. Franke (2009)
restricted alternatives a priori to the standard Horn alternatives, such that m∃¬∀ was not a possible
message. In order to allow the unambiguous alternative without positing high costs for extra
syllables, one requires an approach akin to EMs, wherein ‘some,’ when it is off-equilibrium (i.e.,
unexpected), is taken to be a truncation of ‘some but not all.’

IBR works beyond these simple cases, and makes interesting predictions about sentences with
multiple quantifiers; for instance, example 11a should have the same meaning as in example 11b:

(11a) Some of the students passed some of the exams.

(11b) i. Some of the students passed some but not all of the exams.

ii. Some of the students passed none of the exams.

iii. None of the students passed all of the exams.

Franke (2009, 2011) worked this approach out in great detail, addressing a wide range of sentences
with embedded scalar implicatures, including disjunctions, conditionals, and free-choice readings.
This constituted the first game-theoretic model that covered as wide a range of phenomena as
competing semantic approaches, such as those by Chierchia (2004), Sauerland (2004), and Fox
(2007).

5. THE EMPIRICAL TURN

All of the models that we have encountered so far are designed to explain analytically how a prag-
matic phenomenon could have arisen. They were developed independently of experimental data
and computational applications. Although experimental pragmatics was developed concurrently
with game-theoretic pragmatics (going back to about 2000), only after 2012 did the two research
fields come closer together. A key advance in this area was the so-called rational speech act (RSA)
model (Frank & Goodman 2012). This line of research originated in cognitive science and was
developed independently of the game-theoretic approaches to pragmatics. The RSA model applies
economic models of decision making with discrete choices and bounded rationality (Train 2003).
As with the OA and IBR models, strategies are determined by backward calculation, beginning
with a naı̈ve hearer who takes only literal information into account and continuing with a speaker
who chooses utterances such that the expected success of the naı̈ve hearer is maximized. How-
ever, contrary to those models, speaker and hearer do not maximize expected utility in the pure
sense. For one, the speaker uses a softmax function (see equation 12, below) to choose utterances
proportionally to his or her expected utility. The hearer chooses an interpretation proportionally
to the probability of that interpretation being correct given the speaker’s softmax strategy. This
means that, for both interlocutors, suboptimal choices are not ruled out; rather, they are only
less frequent than the optimal ones. This accounts for the fact that people do not always choose
the optimal action in real-life language tasks. The speaker is assumed to take the hearer’s strat-
egy into account, but as mentioned above, the speaker’s strategy PS(m|t) is defined such that the
expected utility of uttering m when referring to t—here assumed to be P (t|[[m]]) − C(m), where
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C(m) is the message cost—is embedded in the so-called softmax function with a free parameter
λ, a “rationality parameter” that modulates the variance of the speaker’s strategy and, therefore,
the frequency with which the speaker will deviate from an optimal communicative strategy. The
listener’s strategy PL(t|m) is calculated from PS(m|t) via Bayes’s rule:

(12) PS(m|t) = eλ (P (t|[[m]])−C(m))
∑

m′ eλ (P (t|[[m′ ]])−C(m′ )) , PL(t|m) = PS(m|t) P (t)∑
v PS(m|v) P (v) .

To use these equations to model experimental data, one must determine the prior probabilities
of interpretations P (t). The cost parameter and the “rationality parameter” λ are usually fitted
to the data post hoc. If λ increases to infinity, then the strategy always chooses the utterance
with maximal expected utility, as in classical game theory; if λ is 0, then the speaker chooses
randomly. Therefore, λ represents the extent to which the speaker behaves rationally. Finally,
the hearer may again reason about the speaker and choose according to her expectations about
the speaker’s strategy. Again, it is assumed that she does this proportional to expected utility—in
other words, that her interpretation strategy PL(t|m) is proportional to the prior probability of t
multiplied by the speaker’s probability of uttering m in t (see equation 12). One would expect that
the speaker and hearer’s reasoning about one another would continue, as in the IBR model, until
an equilibrium is reached. However, RSA models are strongly motivated by the idea that human
reasoning capabilities are limited. The speaker and hearer’s reasoning about one another in RSA
models, therefore, generally stops after the hearer reasons about the speaker—in IBR terms, after
the sequence H0–S1–H2.

An important application of these models is the reference game (Frank & Goodman 2012,
Degen & Franke 2012, Qing & Franke 2015). In this game, a speaker and a hearer are given a
small number of objects, such as colored squares and circles; the speaker then has to choose a word,
and the hearer has to guess which object the speaker wants to refer to. For example, the speaker
may say green or circle, and the hearer chooses among a green circle, a blue circle, and a green
square. In such experiments, subjects do not behave uniformly. A certain percentage will choose
green, another percentage circle. Also, hearers will choose referents with a certain probability, not
categorically. All previous models—error, disambiguation, OA, and IBR—predict stable equilibria
that leave no room for the suboptimal choices that can be observed in experiments. Because
they generally predict pure strategies, they are not able to explain probabilistic behavior, namely
behavior that cannot be represented by strategies with probabilities restricted to 0 and 1. Another
feature that sets RSA models apart from all other models is the fact that they can be fitted to
data. For example, in a reference game, m and t in equation 12 stand for words and referents. If
the prior probability of referents P (t) is given, the cost parameter and the rationality parameter
λ can be optimized. Beyond reference games, this approach has found significant applications to
scalar implicatures (Goodman & Stuhlmüller 2013, Degen & Goodman 2014, Degen et al. 2015),
grammatical properties of adjectival scales (Lassiter & Goodman 2014, Qing & Franke 2014), and
implicatures in complex sentences (Bergen et al. 2016, Potts et al. 2016).

6. CONCLUSION

We have provided a survey of the most important game-theoretic approaches to Gricean prag-
matics. The models differ from one another on several dimensions: Is there a reasoning process
leading to equilibria? (This is the case for IBR, OA, and RSA.) If there is one, how long can it be?
(Both OA and RSA introduce limits on the number of iterations.) Is observed behavior assumed
to be in equilibrium at all? (RSA does not assume this.) Do they take feedback in the form of
clarification requests into account? (Only EM does this.) Do they assume classic rationality? (RSA
does not.) Can they be fitted to data? (RSA is particularly suited to this.)
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What we have not addressed in this article is the question of the explanatory value of the
different approaches. To have a free parameter in a model that can be fitted to data does not
necessarily make the model better than models that only predict pure strategies. Currently, there
is no established criterion that would enable an objective comparison of models. Our own tendency
is to propose communicative success in controlled dialogue as such a criterion. This issue, however,
must be left for future discussions.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. Games of partial information (GPIs) analyze pragmatic phenomena as disambiguation
problems.

2. Error models (EMs) account for clarification requests, in opposition to purely
disambiguation-based analyses.

3. Iterated best response (IBR) models establish equilibria of behavior via processes of
agents’ iterated reasoning about one another.

4. Optimal answer (OA) and rational speech act (RSA) models assume that each interlocu-
tor’s sequence of reasoning about the other is short.

5. RSA models provide parameterized models that can be fitted to data.
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